Let M n,i be the ith largest of a random sample of size n from a cumulative distribution function F on R = (-∞, ∞). Fix r ≥ 1 and let M n = (M n,1 , . . . , M n,r ) . If there exist b n and
Introduction
For  ≤ i ≤ n let M n,i be the ith largest of a random sample of size n from a cumulative distribution function F on R. []); and determining the asymptotic cost of algorithms and combinatorial structures such as trie, digital search tree, leader election, adaptive sampling, counting algorithms, trees related to the register function, composition of integers, some structures represented by Markov chains (column-convex polyominoes, Carlitz compositions), runs and number of distinct values of some multiplicity-in sequences of geometrically distributed random variables (Louchard and Prodinger [] ).
The aim of this note is to provide approximations for the moments of M n . Most of the results presented are new to the best of our knowledge. The results are organized as follows. In Section , we briefly review the possible forms for the non-degenerate 
where
for r + (e(t)) > , (z) denoting the real part of z, and
We also show that for  ≤ s ≤ r, the covariance between Y I,s and Y I,r is
, and that the j.th order cumulant of Y  is
for j r = , where j. = In Section , we give b n, , c n, , and first approximations for M n and its moments when these exist, for the most important classes of tail behavior for F. These classes cover all the examples we have come across. For r =  these results extend those of McCord [] and verify a conjecture of his concerning μ  (M n, ).
As well as the notation above, we use n  = log n, n  = log n  , 
A brief review
Fisher and Tippett [] showed that if Y n, of () has a non-degenerate limit in distribution, Y  , then for some b and c > , (Y  -b)/c ∼ G(y) has only three possible forms, known as EV, EV, and EV:
where α > . Note the representation
Since we may take c =  and b =  without loss of generality, this gives the representation (with
is bounded for some ε > . Fisher and Tippett
[] also essentially showed that
for (e(t)) < α and
for (e(t)) > -α, as noted on p. and
If we have N observations distributed as Y n, we can estimate c n , b n , α by assuming a choice of I and using maximum likelihood or moment estimates on A better approach is to avoid assuming a choice of I (but still assuming that a non-degenerate limit exists) by replacing G in () by the generalized extreme value cumulative distribution function:
denotes the scale parameter, ξ denotes the location parameter and k denotes the shape parameter. Furthermore, 
() 
They gave the examples in Table  . (The logistic is from Stuart and Ord [].) Recall n  = log n and n  = log n  . In Table  ,
and B n = exp(B n ). Leadbetter et al.
[] also noted that no non-degenerate limit exists for an F Poisson or a geometric cumulative distribution function. The last three results in Table  are exact, not asymptotic, since if F = G I , then 
that is,
where gamma(γ ) has probability density function
. . , Z n,r ) of () satisfies
where z  = , and the support is  < z  < z  < · · · < z r < ∞. So, Z n L → Z with joint probability density function exp(-z r ) ()
L → U say with joint probability density func-
with joint probability density function G(y r )J on -∞ < y r < · · · < y  < ∞, where
If G is the generalized extreme value cumulative distribution function of () this joint probability density function reduces to () of Tawn 
Moments for limits
From () or () we have the following lemma.
Lemma . Note that Y  , Y  , and Y  of () can be represented in terms of each other by
Proof By (), Z has joint probability density function exp(-z r ) on  < z  < · · · < z r < ∞. Now use induction. 
and
and covar(Y ,s , Y ,r ) is given by () for I = , . 
Approximations for
as n → ∞. Then we can represent Y n as Y + o p (), that is, n C n , so 
